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Exposure Visit of Commodity group of Vegetable Growers 

                       

                        KVK, Nandurbar has been implementing NICRA project in 

village Umarani, Tq. Dhadgaon in Nandurbar district. 

                        As a part of institutional interventions, an intervention of 

commodity group of vegetable growers was included. The farmers in the 

group were asked to grow vegetable crops like Brinjal, Ladies finger and 

Cluster Bean. These crops are more drought resistant. They can give yield in 

intermittent dry spells also. In the first phase, the area under these crops 

was limited to 10 gunta /farmer. The produce is planned to be marketed 

collectively through commodity group. 

                       To have an exposure to the NICRA farmers engaged in 

vegetable growing, an exposure visit was organized. In this exposure visit, 

NICRA farmers visited vegetable farming done by Shri. Himmatrao Mali, 

Nyahali, Tq.Nandurbar, an innovative and progressive farmer. Shri. 

Himmatrao Mali explained his planning about vegetable cultivation. He also 

told about the market intelligence in vegetable marketing. The NICRA 

farmers were very much impressed with the varied and planned vegetable 

cultivation at his farm. 

                  Three commodity wise groups (vegetable production) has been 

established in Khandbara cluster in Nandurbar district. These groups are 

operating under NAIP programme. The farmers in these groups are 

cultivating vegetables on their farm and marketing collectively. The farmers 

are earning remarkable profit through commodity wise group activity .Shri . 

Vikas Godase narrated the process involved in the formation of commodity 

wise group. 



                      During the exposure visit, an interaction of NICRA farmers 

was organized with these farmers in commodity wise groups. The farmers 

shared their experiences with NICRA farmers.  

                     The NICRA farmers were very much get impressed with such 

organization of exposure visit to have actual visualization of the vegetable 

production and interaction with successful vegetable growers. 

                      The NICRA farmers visited KVK, Nandurbar. An orientation 

programme was conducted at KVK. A lecture on the concept of commodity 

wise group and vegetable production was conducted by Shri. R.M. Patil, 

(SMS, Horti), Shri.R.S.Dahatonde (P/C), KVK, Nandurbar asked the farmers 

to organize for best performance of commodity wise group. The farmers also 

visited demonstration farm at KVK. Shri. R.R.Bhavsar , Farm manager 

narrated about the various demonstrations conducted at KVK, farm durin 

field visit. They also visited Automatic Weather Station installed at KVK farm. 

                      KVK scientists–Shri. R.M. Patil, Shri. J.N.Uttarwar, 

Shri.P.C.Kunde, along with Shri.Arun Kadam and Kamalkishor Deshmukh 

accompanied the NICRA farmers during exposure visit. 

                    Total 23 farmers from NICRA village participated in this 

exposure visit. 

                    

Orientation of NICRA farmers  by 
Shri.R.S.Dahatonde (P/C), KVK, 

Nandurbar 

Shri. R.M. Patil delivering a lecture on the 
concept of commodity wise group and 

vegetable production 



Visit to vermi composting unit at KVK 
farm 

Method demonstration of improved 
equipments 

Shri. R.R.Bhavsar , Farm manager giving 
the details about crop demonstrations, 

Shri.P.C.Kunde,SMS(Plant protection) 
discussing about control measures for 
spodoptera on soybean crop. 

Shri. J.N.Uttarwar,SMS (Agril. Engg.) 
explaining the working of AWS to NICRA 
farmers. 

Visit to rain water harvesting structures 
at KVK farm. 



 Contour cultivation of Jowar at KVK farm Shri. Himmatrao Mali, progressive farmer 
explaining plan for vegetable cultivation. 

Shri. Himmatrao Mali, progressive farmer 
sharing the benefits of staking in Bitter 
gourd. 

Shri. Himmatrao Mali, progressive farmer 
sharing his experiences about market 
intelligence. 

The farmer in commodity group 
interacting with NICRA farmers regarding 
collective marketing. 

NICRA farmers observing the graded 
produce to be marketed. 

  


